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Talk to us to discover what Project Hexis 
can do for your organisation



Exponential change to technology, 
society, and regulation are disrupting 
industries and organisations as well 
as the very nature of work. Taking 
advantage of the opportunities this 
change creates, while navigating 
challenges, requires deep insight.

Project Hexis generates meaningful information about work in the future and the 
workforce – human or machine – required to do this work, enabling you to accelerate 
through this period of change.

Use cases for Project Hexis

Identify 
opportunities for 
service 
reinvention by 
understanding 
the areas with the 
most to benefit 
from cognitive 
technology

Focus your 
recruitment 
spend by investing 
in capabilities 
required in the 
future you can’t 
build from within

Focus real  
estate spend by 
understanding 
impacted roles 
and where work 
can be done 
elsewhere

Identify what 
capabilites your 
organsiations 
needs in the 
future and a 
pathway to build 
these skills where 
required

Better leverage 
the gig economy, 
agile ways of 
working and 
impact of 
technology 
transformation

Support 
vulnerable 
employee 
populations by 
identify risks to 
these groups early

Identify 
opportunities  
to accelerate - or 
risks to - your 
strategy based  
on organisational 
impact

Direct 
organisation and 
individual learning 
efforts by 
understanding 
future role 
requirements

Understand 
whether you’ll 
achieve your 
diversity 
aspirations

Project Hexis is a highly customised tool that can consider any scenario an organisation wishes to understand.

Boards

How can we quantify the potential impact of changing market conditions, such as  
the introduction of exponential technologies in our industry, on our workforce?

Executives

How can I restructure my organisation in the most optimal way, and what might the value 
of this impact be? 
How can we minimise the cost of churn while restructuring the business? 
Where are opportunities for service reinvention within my business?

Individuals

What skills do I need to ‘future proof’ myself, and what training is available?
Which team am I best suited for, based on different team cultures and projects available?

Governments

How can policy influence organisations and educational institutions  
to equip society with the skills required in the future?

What Project Hexis can do

Customised Scenario Sandpit
Identify the opportunity and impact of 
strategy or industry trends on your workforce 
in terms of headcount and capability, including 
roles that will be impacted and those that may 
be created in the future.

Career Finder
Match current to future jobs to identify career 
transition pathways for high impact and high 
demand roles, as well as to facilitate individual 
career preferences.

Impact Scale
Identify the organisational or external changes 
that will impact your organsiation the most 
– and therefore understand opportunity to 
accelerate or pull back on strategy based on 
workforce impact.

Customised Development Plan
Build a customised development plan  
for your target role based on development 
recommendations from Project Hexis.

Capability Map
Identify the organisational or external 
changes that will impact your organisation  
the most.

Individual Profile
Clearly articulate your current skills and 
capabilities compared to your current role.

Organisation

Project Hexis gives you tailored insights to accelerate your strategy, navigate challenges, and take advantage  
of opportunities proactively. 

Individual


